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Abstract

Recent development of the theory of completely bounded maps between C*-algebras such
as those results by Wittstock, Smith, Paulsen and Huruya are reviewed and discussed as well as
the author's results.

In recent development of the theory of operator algebras it has been recog-

nized that particularity of infinite dimensional noncommutative order structure

is in their matricial order and appropriate positivity of linear maps compatible

with this order structure should be complete positivity. Thus as counterparts

of completely positive maps we have to be naturally concerned with completely

bounded maps when we consider bounded linear maps on operator algebras

closely related to their structure. Recent results such as Christensen [5] and

Haagerup [6] give evidence of this fact in the sense that solutions of the prob-

lems are equivalent to complete boundedness of involved maps.

In this paper we intend to review recent development of the basic theory of

completely bounded maps on C*-algebras. We shall be however mainly con-

cerned with the results for the class of all completely bounded maps. In Section

2 we describe the solution on a pair of C*-algebras between which every bounded

map becomes completely bounded. Results in this section also mean that in

most cases the subspace of completely bounded maps is quite thin in the whole

space of bounded linear maps. We shall deal with the growth of the norms of

multiplicity maps in Section 3, determining the case where the norms of n-

multiplicity map rn always coincides with the completely bounded norm \\t\\cb.

In this section Theorem 3.2 and Proposition 3.4 seem to be new. Section 4 is
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devoted to the discussions surrounding recent Wittstock's theorem [25] about

completely positive decompositions of completely bounded maps with related

problems. The last section is concerned to introduce other topics about com-
pletely bounded maps.

§ 1. Preliminaries

Throughout this paper by Mn we mean the n x n matrix algebra over the

complex numbers and by B(H) the algebra of all bounded linear operators on a

Hilbert space H . The n x n matrix C*-algebra over a C*-algebra A is written

by Mn(A). When A is the algebra Mk9 the algebra Mn(Mk) is also regarded as the

matrix algebra Mk(Mn) over Mn and moreover we sometimes consider Mn(Mk)

as the C*-tensor product Mn®Mfc. We write generally as A®B the minimal

C*-tensor product of two C*-algebras A and B.

Let T be a linear map from a C*-algebra A to a C*-algebra B. The map

T is said to be completely bounded if the multiplicity map :

tw : [flfy] 6 Mn(A) — > [T(flv)] e M,(B)

(sometimes written as T® lw to emphasize the order of the multiplicity) is bounded

uniformly with respect to n. In this case we call the norm ||T||cfc = sup ||tj the

completely bounded norm of T. On the other hand if rn is positive for every n

we call T a completely positive map. A completely positive map is necessarily

completely bounded with ||T||cfr= ||T|| (= ||T(!)|| if A is unital (cf. [2])).

For the definition of completely bounded maps it will be worth to notice

here that one can employ the following another definition. Namely:

A map T is completely bounded if and only if for an infinite dimensional

Hilbert space H there exists a map i^ from the C*-tensor product A®B(H)

(or A®K(H) for the algebra of all compact operators on H) to B®B(H) (resp.

B®K(H)) such that t00(a®b) = r(a)®b with H t ^ H = ||T||c6.

In fact, the existence of such a map from usual definition of complete

boundedness is a consequence of the following estimate. Namely let e be an
k

/^-dimensional projection in H. We have then for every element £ a f®b f in

A®B(H) (or A®K(H))

|| < |MU| i a,® eb<e\\ ,
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which implies that

II i<a,)® bill ^IMUZfl*® frill-
i=l i=l

For standard results of the theory of C*-algebras, we refer mainly the book

ofTakesaki[17].

§ 2. Difference between Bounded Linear Maps and Completely Bounded Maps

In the theory of operator algebras, completely positive maps and derivations

in a C*-algebra are good examples of completely bounded maps. On the other

hand one finds in literature ([13], [22], etc.) examples of bounded maps on C*-

algebras which are not completely bounded. It seems however that among

others the following example is quite simple and useful. Let the algebra B(H)

regard as the algebra of matrices of infinite order with respect to a fixed com-

plete orthonormal basis in H. The transpose map 0(oo) of those matrices then

becomes a unital positive map in B(H). Moreover it is known that ||0(oo)J| =n

for every n, hence the map is not completely bounded (cf. [21]). This result is

a simple consequence of well used trick about matrix units system of minimal

projections of B(H) with respect to the fixed basis in H. Indeed the norm of

the block matrix [el7] (i, j = 1, 2, 3,..., n) for such a system is n, whereas the norm

of the matrix [e^ is one. The argument is also applied to the transpose map

6(n) in Mn to show that the norms of the maps 6(n)'ks increase as 1, 2,... up to

n=l|0(")L*.
Let A and B be C*-algebras. We denote by L(A, B) the space of all bounded

linear maps from A to B and by CB(A, B) the space of all completely bounded

maps from A to B with sometimes completely bounded norm. We note that

the space CB(A, B) is complete with respect to the completely bounded norm.

In particular we denote L(A) = L(A, A) and CB(A) = CB(A, A).

It has been known that if the range algebra B is either commutative or

Mn then CB(A, B) = L(A, B) for every C*-algebra A. Furthermore the result

holds when B is a subhomogeneous C*-algebra and A is any C*-algebra. We

recall that a C*-algebra is said to be subhomogeneous with bounded degree n

if every irreducible representation is finite dimensional with dimension not

greater than n or equivalently if B is a C^-subalgebra of MM(C) for some commu-

tative C*-algebra C. The converse of the above statement is also known to be

valid ([12]). On the other hand, Loebl also proved in [12] that the equality
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CB(A, B) = L(A, B) holds for any C*-algebra B if and only if A is finite dimen-

sional. In these circumstances, the following characterization by Huruya and

the author in [8 : Corollary 4] has been expected for years. The same result

is also proved by Smith (see Theorem 2.4 below) in a slightly different formula-

tion.

Theorem 2.1. Let A and B be C*-algebras. Then the following assertions

are equivalent:

(a) Every bounded linear map from A to B is completely bounded, i.e.

(b) Either A is finite dimensional or B is subhomogeneous.

In order to illustrate a method of our discussions throughout this paper we

shall follow the steps of the implication (a)<=>(b). The first step is based on the

following result, the idea of which is originally due to Lanford's example found

in [13], [22].

Lemma 2.2. Let l°°(n) be the C*-algebra of finite sequences on k=l,2...,

n. For the integer m = 2", there exists then a linear map r of /°°(n) to Mm

such that i|t||<l and ||T®IM|| >jrf2, i.e. ||T|| cb>V^-

The number ^/n/2 is a little optional and may be adjusted in a certain way

(cf. [13: p. 125]) as well as the definition of the map.

Let A be an infinite dimensional C*-algebra, then it contains a sequence of

commuting orthogonal positive elements {a^ of norm one. Let {(pt} be a

sequence of states on A such that <pi(0j) = <5^-. The C*-subalgebra C generated

by any rc-elements {ail9 ai29...9ain} can be identified with the algebra /°°(n)

and by a projection of norm one from A to C we can define a map: ̂ 4->C^/°°(n)

->M2n with the same property as in Lemma 2.2. Moreover the map can be

defined so as to vanish on the C*-algebra generated by other elements {at \ i ^

*1> *2» — > !'„}•

Following Smith [16] we write

/cn(^) = sup{i|T|U|T:^— +MH, ||Ti|<l}.

This index shows main feature of the present discussion. For instance, the

above argument leads to the conclusion that lim kn(A) = co if A is infinite
n-»oo

dimensional, particularly if A=lco.

For the second step of the proof we need the following approximate factor-

ization maps of the identity map of Mn through a C*-algebra B (nonunital version
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of [16: Lemma 2.7]).

Lemma 2.3. Suppose that a C*-algebra B has an irreducible representa-

tion with dimension not less that n. Then for positive number e there exist

factorization maps

Mn-+-»B-i->Mn

of contractive completely positive maps $ and \f/ such that ||^°0 —id|| <e.

An exact factorization, that is, i//o$ = identity in Mn is also obtained by the

author in [20: Lemma 1.1] under the same assumption for B but in more general

formulations. The result is useful for arguments of completely positive maps,

but the latter is somewhat restrictive to use in the present situation because in

this case the map </> may not be assured to be contractive in general.

Now suppose further that B has irreducible representations of arbitrarily

high dimensions. With help of the above lemmas one can find a family of

completely bounded maps {T* | n = l, 2..., },

t»\A > C*(fl,| f = 1, 2,...) > /-(n) > M2n > B

such that ||Tn||c& is not less than arbitrarily close number to ^/n/2 and the family

of maps {Tlt|C*(fl/|/ = l, 2,...)} have disjoint supports. We can then prove that

a suitable weighted lacunaly sum of these maps keeps its range in B as a bounded

map and it is not completely bounded. Thus in this case the subspace CB(A, B)

is not closed in L(A, B) in the uniform norm. On the other hand, each map

T" is obviously a compact map so that the resulting map is also compact. Let

K(A, B) be the space of all compact linear maps from A to B. The above obser-

vation leads us to another aspects of the case CB(A, B) = L(A, B}. In fact, we

have:

Theorem 2.4 The following assertions are equivalent:

(a) CB(A, B) = L(A, B}.

(c) CB(A, B) is closed in L(A, B) with respect to the uniform norm.

(d) K(A, B)£CBG4, B).

(e) Every compact map from A to B is a limit of maps of finite rank with

respect to the completely bounded norm.

When B is subhomogeneous, the assertion (a)^(e) follows from the fact

that B satisfies the metrical approximation property by [4]. Note that in this

case the completely bounded norm is equivalent to the uniform norm.
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The condition (c) is due to Smith [16: Theorem 2.8] and other conditions are

proved by Huruya in [9: Theorem 5]. Moreover the following application of

the Theorem is given in [9].

Proposition 2.5. For two C*-algebras A and B the greatest crossnorm y

is equivalent to the maximal C*-crossnorm if and only if either A or B is finite

dimensional

Indeed a point of the proof in [9] is to show that if B is not subhomogeneous

every bounded linear map on A becomes completely bounded because of the

assumption of the Proposition.

The case where the minimal C*-crossnorm is equivalent to the least cross-

norm 1 is determined by Wassermann [25] (The condition is that either A or B

is subhomogeneous).

Now except the above extremal case the subspace CB(A, B) seems to be

quite thin in L(A, B). In fact, the following result is proved in [16: Theorem

2.5],

Theorem 2868 Let A be an infinite dimensional C*-algebra and B be a C*~
00

algebra containing the subalgebra ]£ ®Mn (for instance any properly infi-
n=i

nite von Neumann algebra), then the subspace CB(A, B) is nowhere dense in

L(A9 B).

Since a subspace with nonempty interior coincides with the whole space,

in order to see the Theorem it suffices to show that CB(A, B) is not dense in

L(A, B). This will be done again by the method of factorization maps through

/°°(n) and Mn, finding a map in the interior of the complement of CB(A, B).

There is a conjecture by Smith that the subspace CB(A, B) would be always

nowhere dense in L(A, B) if A is infinite dimensional and B is not subhomogene-

ous.

§ 3o Growth Conditions of the Norms of the Multiplicity Maps

The problem of the growth of the norms of the multiplicity maps is the

problem mainly concerned with the range algebras. In fact the following

early results of Loebl [12] and Ando [1] show a big contrast between the case

of range algebras and the case of domain algebras.

Proposition 3.1. (a) Let B be a C*-algebra. Then every bounded linear
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map t from an arbitrary C*-algebra A to B is completely bounded and ||T|| =

IMIc& if and only if B is commutative.
(b) Let A be a C*-algebra. Then every bounded linear map from A to

any C*-algebra B is completely bounded and ||T|| = |ITIU if and only if A is

commutative and at most two dimensional.

In general a weighted direct sum of those transpose maps 6(ri) of Mn shows

that there is a completely bounded map the norms of whose multiplicity maps

are strictly increasing. There is however a case in which growth of those norms

of the multiplicity maps of each map stops at the stage of a fixed n. The follow-

ing theorem partly characterizes this case. This kind of result seems to be im-

portant for further analysis of matricial structure of operator algebras.

Theorem 3.2. Let A and B be C*-algebras and let n be a fixed positive

integer. Consider the following assertions.

(a) Every completely bounded map T from A to B attains the norm ||T||C&

atrn9i.e. ||Tj| = |MU-
(b) For every completely bounded map i from A to B we have that ||TB|| =

IK+i l l -
(c) Either A or B is subhomogeneous with bounded degree n.

Then (a)«=>(b)c£(c) and if B is subhomogeneous with bounded degree n,

every bounded (necessarily completely bounded) linear map T from any C*-

algebra A to B attains its completely bounded norm at TB.

Proof. (b)c>(c). Suppose that both algebras A and B have irreducible

representations whose dimensions are greater than n. We shall show that

there exists a completely bounded map T of A to B such that ||T||W^ ||TB+I||.

Let 0 and \// be completely positive contractions in Lemma 2.3 between Mn+l

and B for a positive number fix with (n + I)2e1 < 1. We consider first the map

T' = (j)oO(n + 1) from Mn+lto B. Then

The third inequality follows from the estimate that || (i/^o0 — id) ® ln + x || < (n + 1)&1 .

Now take an element x of Mn+1(Mn+1) such that ||x||<l and ||TB+I(X)||>

||TB||. We choose next a pair of completely positive contractions a and p in

Lemma 2.3 between Mn+1 and A for an e2>0 with (n + l)||T/
n+l||e2< ||TB+I(X)|| —
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lltJJ. We assert that the completely bounded map T = r ' -p satisfies the con-

dition. In fact put y = ffn+i(x) in Mn+1(A) then \\y\\ < 1 and we have

Hence,

This completes the proof.

The last assertion of the theorem is essentially due to Smith [16: Theorem

2.10] in which the assertion is proved for B = Mn. In case of general subhomo-

geneous C*-algebras we proceed as follows. Let T be a bounded linear map

from any C*-algebra A to B and consider the multiplicity map -ck from A®Mk

to B®Mk. We have then

where [ife(x)]p denotes the image of Tfc(x) in the quotient C*-algebra B®Mk/P

by a primitive ideal P and the supremum is ranging over all primitive ideals.

We recall here that the ideal P is written as /®Mfc for a primitive ideal I of B

and the algebra B®Mk/P is canonically identified with B/I®Mk, which may be

regarded as a subalgebra of Mn®Mk (cf. [19]). In these identifications, [tfc(.x)]p

is written as n®lk°Tk(x) = (n°T;)k(x) where n is the quotient homomorphism :

Hence

lpll < \\(nor)k\\ \\X\\ < ||(7TOT)J| N| < ||Tj| ||X||

and ||Tfc||<||Tn|| for every k. Thus we have that ||TB|| = ||T||cb. This completes

all proofs.

The next Corollary generalizes Proposition 3.1 (a) to arbitrary n.

Corollary 3.3. Let B be a C*-algebra. Then every bounded linear map

T from an arbitrary C*-algebra A to B is completely bounded and \\tn\\ = ||T||C&

for a fixed n if and only ifB is subhomogeneous with bounded degree n.

The above results should be compared with the case of completely positive

maps in [20: Theorem 1.2]. We do not have corresponding generalization for

the part (b). Precise relations between the dimension of A and the condition
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H T n l l = I IT IU f°r every T is not known.
We close this section with an estimate of the index kn(A) in connection

with Lemma 2.2.

Proposition 3.4. Suppose that a C*-algebra A has an irreducible repre-

sentation n with dimn>n, then kn(A) = n and the supremum is attained.

Proof. The inequality kn(A)<n follows from [16: Theorem 2.10] because

in this case we have that ||t||c&= ||ij <n||T||. For the other estimate let p be a

projection to an ^-dimensional subspace of the representation space HK. We

identify the algebra B(pHn) = pB(Hlt)p with Mn. We have then a contractive

completely positive map a from A to Mft defined by a(x) = pn(x)p. We assert

that the composition map i = Q(ri)°a has its completely bounded norm n. In

fact, let Hn be an n -dimensional Hilbert space, then the multiplicity representa-

tion 7T®1H is an irreducible representation on the space Hn®Hn. Let [gy£] be

a block matrix where {etj} is a matrix units in B(pHJt) = Mn and we regard the

matrix \_e^ as an operator on HK®Hn, which is a selfadjoint partial isometry.

Since p®ln is a projection of finite rank, by Kadison's transitivity theorem

[17; II Theorem 4.18], there exists for every e>0 an element xeA®Mn with

N|<l+esuchthat

tffiOO = P® Infr® In) (X)P® ^n = LX/0 •

Therefore,

n = IIfo;]II = W(n) - <r\(x)\\ < \ T||C&(! + e),

and hence ||T||cfr = w. This completes the proof.

§ 4. Completely Positive Decompositions of Completely Bounded Maps

Since the concept of complete boundedness is nonselfadjoint counterpart

of the concept of complete positivity, it may be natural to think of the question

whether every completely bounded map is a linear combination of completely

positive maps. In a commutative C*-algebra, this happens to coincide with

the question whether every bounded linear map is a linear combination of

positive maps and the problem of this type has been discussed for years ([13],

[22]). It is however only recent days when we have exactly recognized examples

of those maps which do not admit decompositions into positive maps in our

familiar spaces such as C[0, 1], C0(JR), C(T) etc. (see the last part of this section).
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We say that a completely bounded (resp. bounded) linear map i between

C*-algebras A and B admits a completely positive (resp. positive) decomposition

if T is written as a linear combination of completely positive (resp. positive) maps.

Moreover we say that a completely positive (resp. positive) decomposition of

the map T is subject to the norm condition if ||Tf|| < ||T||c6(resp. ||T,-|| < | T||) in the

decomposition I = T:I— T2 + J(T3 — T4). Now if we do not restrict the range al-

gebra B there is a result of Loebl [13: Theorem 2.2] which states that even for

the space C(X) of continuous functions for an infinite compact Hausdorff space

X one can find a bounded selfadjoint linear map T from C(X) into the algebra

K(H) without having a positive decomposition. Thus again the problem of

decomposition is mainly concerned with the properties of C*-algebras as the

ranges of the maps.

Let C(£2) be the algebra of all continuous functions on a Stonean space Q.

It was then known by Tsui [22: Theorem 1.2.10] that every bounded linear map

T of a C*-algebra A into C(Q) admits a positive decomposition subject to the

norm condition. On the other hand one can easily verify that every bounded

( = completely bounded) linear map t of Mn to Mn admits a completely positive

decomposition. For in this case T is completely determined by the block matrix

ax = [T(^-)] for the matrix units {etj} of Mn and since T is completely positive if

and only if 0T is positive, a decomposition of at into a linear combination of

positive matrices give rise to a completely positive decomposition of T. One

may then further think of the possibility of completely positive decompositions

for a finite von Neumann algebra. In this direction Wittstock [25] has recently

proved the following non-commutative version of Tsui's result (actually his

result is a little more general, treating module maps).

Theorem 4.1 ([25: Satz 4.5]). Let B be an injective C*-algebra, then every

completely bounded linear map ifrom a C*-algebra AtoB admits a completely

positive decomposition subject to the norm condition.

Wittstock's proof is based on the investigation of matricial structure of

operator algebras through the concept of matrix-sublinear functionals and their

extension theorem of Hahn-Banach type. Since his method as well as his results

seems to be important for further analysis of the structure of operator algebras

we shall introduce the notion of matrix-sublinear functionals. For simplicity

we concentrate to C*-algebras apart from general matricially ordered *-vector

spaces. Let A and B be C*-algebras.
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Definition 4.2. A matrix-sublinear functional 9: A-*B is a family 6 =

(OJneN of maps 6n of Mn(A)h to the family of subsets of Mn(B\ satisfying the

following conditions:

(ii) en
(iv) 9m

for every a, beMn(A)h, y eMBtin.

Here the relation Si<S2 for two subsets S1 and S2 in Mn(B\ means that

for any element beS2 there exists an element a in St such that a<b. The

space M,Mn means the set of all matrices of type (n, m). A selfadjoint linear map

T from A to B can be regarded as a matrix-sublinear functional if we consider

the family (Tn)W6]V of the multiplicity maps of T. We write 91<92 for two matrix-

sublinear functional 01=(0ln) and 92 = (92n) if 9ln(a)<92n(a) f°r every ae

Mn(A)h and every n. Then a key point of the proof of the theorem is provided

by the following:

Proposition 4.3 ([25: Corollary 2.2.4]). Let B be an injective C*-algebra

and 6 = (9n); A-*B be a matrix-sublinear functional. Then there exists a

selfadjoint linear map T; A-*B with t~<Q.

The readers may recognize the role of matrix-sublinear functionals in the

following last step of the proof of the theorem.

Let T be a selfadjoint completely bounded map from A to B. Assume at

first that A is unital and define the map 9n of Mn(A\ to the family of subsets of

Mn(B\ by

9n(a) = {l\\i\\cb + rn(v-w)\a<l-v-w, Aef l , 0, weMn(A)+}.

It can be shown that 0 = (9n)neN is matrix-sublinear, and by the above Proposition

there exists a selfadjoint linear map ij/: A-+B with \l/-<9. Now for a negative

element a of Mn(A) put A = 0, v = 0 and w = — a orA = 0, v= — a and w = 0, then

we have that \jjn(a)<±tn(d). Hence, \l/n(a)<Q and moreover (\j/n±?„)(a)<0.

Thus \j/ and i /f±r are completely positive and we obtain a completely positive

decomposition T = l/2(i/r + T) —1/2(^ — T). Furthermore, since \^(1A)< ||T||c6olB

the decomposition satisfies the norm condition.

When A is not unital we simply consider the composition map eof of the

second transpose map f: A-*B (A, B are enveloping von Neumann algebras of

A and B) and a projection of norm one from B to B. A completely positive

decomposition of the map e • f implies then a decomposition of T with the norm
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condition as well.

Although the above method is interesting this proof is somewhat compli-

cated for the proof itself and a direct proof is given by Paulsen [14]. Let us

briefly follow his arguments. Let A be a unital C*-algebra and T be a selfadjoint

complete contraction from A to B(H). Consider the subspace

and define the map 0: S->(JS(H)®M2)/I by

r r a ~i r r t(a)
4>\ * = , ,*La* s J L T(«)* 5-

which becomes a unital (real) complete contraction. By Arveson's extension

theorems [2: Proposition 1.2.8 and Theorem 1.2.9] 0 possesses not only a com-

pletely positive extension to the selfadjoint subspace of A®M2 generated by S

but also further completely positive extension $ to A®M2. We can write the

map $ as

•a b I

c dj''

Put \j/ = 1/2(0! + 02)- One can then verify that ^ is a unital completely positive

map from A to £(#) such that both maps ^±T are also completely positive.

This completes the case B(H), and the same proof is available for an injective

C*-algebra.

We remark that an essential part of the theorem is in the case of the algebra

Mn. In fact, if we know that a map T: A-*Mn admits a completely positive

decomposition with the norm condition we can reduce the case B(H) to its finite

dimensional matrix subalgebras and the rest can be done simply by taking cluster

points of those decomposed completely positive components because the bounded

parts of L(A9 B(H)) are compact with respect to the £PF*-topology (cf. [2]).

Thus it may be interesting to know an elementary proof of the theorem in the

case B = Mn.

Now in both proofs the completely positive map \l/ such that \// ± i are com-

pletely positive is chosen to have the same norm as that of T. Paulsen [15:

Theorem 2.6] has given a stronger version of this fact in which for an arbitrary

completely bounded map T from A to B(H) (hence for an injective C*-algebra)

we have a completely positive map ij/: A~+B(H) with ||̂ || = ||T|[c6 such that \j/±
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Re (T) and i[/ ± Im (T) are completely positive. Moreover the norm preserving

extension theorem of Hahn-Banach type for a completely bounded map from a

subspace S of a C*-algebra to B(H) is also obtained in [15] and Wittstock [26].

In these circumstances, T. Takasaki has given the following general estimate

making use of the arguments in [14], [15]. We include here his proof.

Proposition 4.4. Let A and B be C*-algebras and T: be a selfadjoint com-

pletely bounded map of A to B. Let \j/ be a completely positive map of A to B

such that both maps \l/±i are completely positive, then \\r\\cb< \\\l/\\.

Proof. Assume first that both A and B are unital. Let 0 be a map from

M2(A) to M2(B) defined as:

£* *~W9Lc d\ {L T(C)

We assert that 0 is completely positive. Indeed, let

\I/ + -C=U*711(-)U, \!S-T;=V*712(')V

be the Stinespring representations of completely positive maps \l/±i ([17: IV,

Theorem 3.6]). Then we have

V*n2(a)V -
LT(C) 0 - ( d ) J 2 llz/*;^)*/ U*n1(d)U\ + L-V*n2(c)V V*n2(d)V JJ

0 -1 /ra 6n \ rC7 On

ITF*
2L o -;

which shows the assertion. Next take an element x of Mn(A), then re-shuffling

the matrix | °* £ I of M2(Mn(A)) = Mn(M2(A)), we can see that
L* u J

rO xi r 0 Tn(*)i
H,* orU.w. o J-

Hence,

rO *-|

I LA-* OJ "

On the other hand, since </> is completely positive we have
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Therefore, ||TB|| < ||̂ || for every n and ||T||C,< ||̂ ||.

For nonunital case, consider the double transposes f and $ of T and i/r as the

maps between the enveloping von Neumann algebras A and B. We have then

the same assumption for f and \j/, and ||£||cft<||$||. It suffices then to note

that ||T||c6=||f|U and \\ij/\\ = ||#||.

One might suspect the theorem of completely positive decompositions

within the category of von Neumann algebras. This is however not the case.

There exists a completely bounded map from a C*-algebra to certain von Neu-

mann algebra which does not admit a completely positive decomposition [10:

Example 12]. The author suspects that the converse of the Theorem 4.1 would

be true. Namely we propose the following conjecture.

Let B be a unital C*-algebra and suppose that for any C*-algebra A

every completely bounded map from A to B admits a completely positive de-

composition. Then B is an injective C*-algebra.

The answer to this question will show another aspect of injectivity but as of

now we have few informations about reasonable existence of completely bounded

maps with no completely positive decomposition for nonseparable C*-algebras,

camparing with discussions below for separable cases. Thus even for commu-

tative C*-algebras the conjecture has been remained open.

For a separable C*-algebra the answer to the conjecture has been recently

given by Huruya in [8: Corollary 7]. Combining this with the previous result

by Huruya and the author [10: Theorem 11] we have now the following result.

Theorem 45. Let B be a separable C*-algebra. The following assertions

are equivalent:

(a) For any C*-algebra A, every completely bounded map T; of A to B

admits a completely positive decomposition.

(b) With the same notations, the map i admits a completely positive de-

composition subject to the norm condition.

(c) For any C*-algebra A, every bounded linear map t of A to B admits

a positive decomposition.

(d) B is finite dimensional (injective).

The result is somewhat unsatisfactory because aspects of injectivity are

essentially expressed in nonseparability.

We remark that in the above theorem each of the conditions makes the
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algebra B unital. For instance, assume the condition (a) and that A is acting on

the space H nondegenerately. Since B is separable, by [17: I, Remark 7.6]
there exists a commuting countable approximate identity {un} for B. Let C be

a commutative C*-subalgebra generated by {un} and let A be a C*-algebra gen-

erated by C and the identity operator 1 . Then C is a closed ideal of A and every

element of A is written as x + Al. Let i be the bounded selfadjoint projection

map: x + /U->x considered as a map from A to B. The map T is completely

bounded by Proposition 3.1 (a). Suppose T be majorized by a completely posi-

tive map 0 of A to B such that 0 — T is also completely positive. Then we have

for every n, and since un converges strongly to the identity operator we have that

1 <<£(!)• Hence <£(!) is invertible in B and B is unital. On the other hand it

is well known that a finite dimensional C*-algebra must be unital.
Now as in Section 2 we have to discuss the existence of completely bounded

maps without completely positive decompositions as counterparts of the theo-

rem. This will be done by factorization maps through certain commutative

C*-algebras. Let alV be the space of one-point compactification of the set of

natural integers. We consider the infinite copies {Fn = (xni, xn2,..., xnm,..., xnao)}

of ctN and let F be the one-point compactification of their topological sum.

The following two lemmas in [8] play the role corresponding to Lemmas 2.2

and 2.3.

Lemma 4.6. Let A be a separable unital C*-algebra in which there exists

a selfadjoint element with the spectrum of infinite limits points. Then there

exist unital completely positive maps pA\ C(F)^>A and GA: A-+C(F) such that

GA°pA = identity.

On the other hand, by using an element with the infinite spectrum we have :

Lemma 4.7. Let B be an infinite dimensional separable unital C*-algebra,

then there exist unital completely positive maps f.iB: C(xN)->B and VB: B-+

C(odV) such that VBO/JLB = identity.

With these lemmas the problem is reduced to that of the maps between

C(F) and C(odV). Now, we regard odV as the one-point compactification of

double sequence (ynm) denoted by 70. There is then an old example of a self-

adjoint map from C(F) to C(70) due to Tsui [22] and Kaplan [11], which is

defined as
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v,,,) =/(*„,„,) -/(*„,,„ + 1 ), </•) Gv> = 0 .

The map does not admit positive decompositions. In order to find a self adjoint

map whose positive decompositions are not subject to the norm condition, we

use a map tfc defined for a positive integer k as follows :

O = IWKJ -/(*„,,„+ J) if n < fc ,

= 0 if

=0.

It can be shown that ||Tfc|| = l and for every positive decomposition T& = T^ —

we have

and ||T

It would be better to reformulate here Huruya's existence theorem [8: Theorem

6] in the following form.

Theorem 48. Let A be a C*-algebra satisfying the condition of Lemma

4.6 and B be an infinite dimensional separable unital C*-algebra. Then the

subspace of completely bounded maps with completely positive decomposition

is nowhere dense in the space CB(A, B). In particular, the subspace for the

algebra A is nowhere dense in CB(A).

Indeed, if ||i// — 1|| <l/2 for the map T defined above, \l/ does not admit a

positive decomposition [8 : Lemma 3], hence the theorem is true for the space

C£(C(T), C(70)) = L(C(r), C(70))- Therefore it must be also true for the space

CB(A, B) by the above factorization maps. The result also means that the

subspace of positively decomposable maps as well as that of maps with com-

pletely positive decompositions is nowhere dense in the space L(A, B).

Comparing with these results main difficulty in nonseparable cases lies in

the point that we lack suitable lifting theorem for positive and completely posi-

tive maps.

As we have mentioned before, a derivation in a C*-algebra is completely

bounded and if it is inner a polarization formula shows that it has a completely

positive decomposition. Thus it will be interesting to know the condition of

algebras for which every derivation has a completely positive decomposition.

So far we have seen that most problems about completely positive decom-

positions can be reduced to commutative cases. We shall now turn to the prob-

lem for the maps between commutative C*-algebras, in particular on the same

domain and range. We recall that in commutative cases the complete positivity
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coincides with the positivity by Stinespring's theorem and the complete bounded-

ness coincides with the boundedness. Thus the problem could well be said to

be of the type of (generalized) Hahn decompositions. Note first that the de-

composability of the maps on the space C(X) does not characterize the space X

as a Stonean space. In fact, one can verify that every bounded linear map on

C(aiV) admits a Hahn decomposition (positive decomposition). Loebl [13]

introduced before the variation of a map to study Hahn decompositions as a

generalization of the variation of a measure, but this concept was not so effective

for the problem.

Now suppose that a compact space X has the property such that the space

C(X) satisfies the conditions in Lemmas 4.6 and 4.7. We see then by Theorem

4.8 that the subspace of bounded linear maps with positive decompositions is

nowhere dense in the space L(C(X}). A good example of such a space is an

uncountable metric space such as closed intervals and torus (cf. also [10]).

Thus even in those spaces such as C[0, 1] and C(T) subspaces of positively

decomposable maps are quite thin in the whole spaces of bounded linear maps.

As we have seen before, even the simple space C(aN) can not be an algebra

of ranges for positive decompositions. Moreover, since odV can be embedded

into the space X which contains a convergent sequence of distinct points, the

lifting theorem of Borsk-Dugundgi [3: Theorem 3.11] implies that spaces

having this more weak property can not be the range algebras for positive de-

compositions either.

§5. Concluding Remarks

In the previous Section 4 we have discussed the possibility of completely

positive decompositions together with the norm condition. In case of a self-

adjoint functional q> on a C*-algebra however more stronger decomposition is

known: namely there exists a unique positive decomposition <p = (p+—(p~ such

that \\<p\\ = \\cp+1| + \\<p~||. There are some cases in which we can find this type

of (so-called) minimal decomposition.

Proposition 5.1. Let A be a unital C*-algebra and B be an injective C*-

algebra. Then every unital selfadjoint completely bounded map T of A to B

has a minimal decomposition.

Proof. Take a completely positive map \j/: A-+B with ||̂ || = \\t\\cb such that
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\// ± i are completely positive. Then

and since \I/(1)>1 we also have

||^-T|| = ||̂ (

Hence for a completely positive decomposition

we have

We remark that the above proposition is valid if

The map 9(n) has a minimal decomposition and the decomposition is unique

([8]). There are other examples of maps in Mn which have unique minimal

decompositions. But in general we can not expect neither this type of decom-

position nor the uniqueness even in matrix algebras. Other reasonable con-

ditions to ensure the existence of the minimal decomposition is not known.

The problem of polar decompositions of completely bounded maps seems

to be along similar lines as in the case of minimal decompositions in relation

with the case of functional. Results known in this direction are only those

results about bounded maps proved in Tsui [22]. We may not expect much

about polar decompositions but more investigations should be done for com-

pletely bounded maps.

We finally review the duality of algebras (or groups) proposed by Walter

[23] in the category of completely bounded maps.

Let A and B be Banach algebras with (possibly commutative) two involu-

tions one of which must be isometric. An involution : a-+a is said to be commu-

tative if (ab)~ = ab instead of fia.

Definition 5.2. The algebras A and B are said to be dual in the first

sense if the following two conditions are satisfied:

(1) There exist Banach algebra homomorphisms iA, iB from A, B onto

dense subalgebras of C*-algebras C*(A), C*(B) respectively. The maps 1A

and iB are one-to-one and preserve an involution on A and B respectively.

(2) There exist isometric Banach algebra isomorphisms jA, jB from A, B

to the algebras CB(C*(B))9 CB(C*(A)) respectively and they preserve an involu-

tion on each A and B.
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Definition 5.3. The algebras A and B are said to be dual in the second

sense if the following two conditions are satisfied:

(1) The same condition as in (1) in the Definition 5.2.

(2) There exist Banach space isometries (into) 0A: A-*C*(B)* and 0B:

They preserve an involution on each A and B respectively.

Now let G be a locally compact group and set A = Ll(G) with (isometric)

involutions :

/ - >f* = A~yb and / - >f

where A is the modular function of G and fb(x) =f(x~ 1). Let B = A(G) (Fourier
algebra of G) with (isometric) involutions :

a - > a and a - > ab .

Assuming C*(A) = C*(G) (group C*-algebra) and C*(B) = C0(G), Walter has
proved in [23] that they are dual in the first sense. This pair of algebras has

been considered to involve the duality of the group G in the duality theory of a
noncommutative locally compact group.

Let A and B be again the algebras L*(G) and A(G) with the same involutions.

Then as before condition (1) of Definition 5.3 holds and condition (2) holds
with involutions /-»/ on L*(G) and a-*ab on A(G) since

L\G) c M\G) = C0(G)* = C%4(G))*

and

A(G) s B(G) = C*(G)* = C*(L!(G))*

where B(G) denotes the Fourier-Stieltjes algebra of G. Thus, LX(G) and A(G)
are also dual in the second sense.

An advantage of this duality theory is in the point that it is also applicable

to other non-group related algebras. For instance, let A = (Mn9 *, |HI/,r)> the
n

nxn matrices with the matrix product and the norm ||[0f/]||/jr = sup Z \aij\
i J = l

and let B = (Mn, °, ||°||oo)> the n x w matrices with the Schur product and the norm

II [X-./] II 00 = sup \atj\. Then it can be shown that A and B are dual in the first

sense. In this way one can reach the unified understanding about dualities of

these seemingly unrelated cases.
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Note Added (June, 1983): The author has learned from T. Huruya that the conjecture in
Section 4 is negative even in commutative cases. Indeed, Huruya has constructed a com-
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imitative counter example making use of the attached sum of two Stonean spaces with limit
points. The example as well as the other results will be published elsewhere.




